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Emphasizing Youth
Sunday marks the start of Youth Emphasis Week, April 7-14. See Page 4.
**Championship logistical decisions of commencement**

Like it or not seniors, graduation is near and the reality is that pasted here has been written for the world to see (so much, much longer than others) will soon be gone. But what better way to go out than a grand ceremony at LU? No other school can do a graduation like Liberty.

Who can forget those three years when much-honored No. 1 men's basketball team deserted campus? Well, the campus is now graced with a new address that had every Christian conservative glowing with joy, and the Liberty become the envy of the nation when the Great American Hero, former Lt. Col. Oliver North, gave a stirring commencement address.

There was also a W.A. Craven a couple of years ago. And no one will forget last year's commencement speaker, President George Bush.

Col. Oliver North, gave a stirring commencement address. It is known that the Lord is going to shine your way — a mantra heard in ear to ear? Then Liberty became the envy of the world.

And no one will forget last year's commencement speaker, President George Bush. However, the ceremonies of the past three years. However, the bubbled complex has been one literal toothache after another atmospher for NCAA basketball, the aluminum-roofed, center. While the Vines Center has proven to be an exciting atmosphere for NCAA basketball, the aluminum-roofed, complex has been one literal toothache after another.

It has found several flaws in the current graduation agenda that we feel are a cause for concern. Here is the list of mistakes and arguments against them:

Mistake #1 — Graduation will be held in the Vines Center. The Vines Center has been a popular gathering atmosphere for NCAA basketball, the aluminum-roofed, bubble complex has been one literal toothache after another atmospher for NCAA basketball, the aluminum-roofed, complex has been one literal toothache after another.

Mistake #2 — All Liberty undergraduates will be required to attend the ceremony for academic reasons. In a word or two, it’s official: you opted for graduation this year, and you will pay for and receive one credit hour for your attendance. If Liberty is going for double while who frequented attended events there.

Many students, faculty members and administrators alike have pointed to the huge problem that has plagued humanity, has provoked a negative, painful reaction due to their dental fillings. Some students unfortunate to be wearing teeth or braces have had permanent damage to their teeth and all chapel services to avoid the excruciating pain. The epidemic has been appropriately named aluminato dermatitis. Liberty is working for pizza who frequented attended events there.

Mistake #3 — All Liberty undergraduates will be limited to one guest. You read it right, Graduate. Because of the mandatory attendance placed on Liberty students, we are going to choose between Mom or Dad because the Vines Center only seats 5,900. Just one more thing — each graduate needs a ticket to participate in the ceremony.

Mistake #4 — All parking procedures will be conducted by a car appraisal system. Those cars appraised as a value of more than $60,000 will be allowed access to the DeMoss and dorm circle lots. Others will be parked in proximity to the stadium according to their value. However, those cars appraised under $20,000 will be asked to park in the spacious Thomas Road Baptist Church lot where a large church bus will then convene the outskirts to campus.

Who will finally be dubbed graduation speaker? Names are being thrown around, but one person stands out as the man for the job: Mr. Albuco, the winner of last year’s commencement.
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Andrew Willis, editorial columnist, believes the battle against secularization is the battle of the apathy's of God's children.
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DeMoss—Continued from Page 1
the United States will be available online. The book, “In Harm’s Harmful,” he said.
In the meantime, Falwell has a fund totaling $135,000 in 1993.,y ministry. For the remains verified by the
L liberty called the Associated Press
Sunday evening will feature Rev.
the letter caused the Associated Press
news

Education students may qualify for Virginia awards

by KERR BURNS

Virginia offers three scholarships for education students are competing to qualify for these awards. The scholarships, available for undergraduate, graduate, or professional students, are in the fields of education, psychology, and counseling. The scholarships are available to full-time students who have completed at least two years of study at the University of Virginia. Deadline for applications is April 15, 2000.

The Virginia Teachers’ Scholarship Program offers a $1,000 award to students who are pursuing a degree in education. Applicants must have completed at least two years of study at the University of Virginia and be planning to pursue a career in teaching. The application deadline is April 15, 2000.
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**News Briefs**

**USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network**

**World:**

Kuwaiti demand freedoms for women

Nearly 100 people went to the Kuwaiti side of a border that marks an area for parliamentary elections on Sunday. The vote will be held on Sunday. The vote will be held on Sunday. The vote will be held on Sunday. The vote will be held on Sunday.

**Journalists flee to Turkey**

Fifteen Western journalists covering the fighting between government and forces in northern Iraq fled to Turkey. Reuters reported. The official did not disclose the number of journalists who fled. The Offers were trapped on the Iraqi side of the border and fled into Turkey from advancing Iraqi troops.

**Soviets blame for price hike**

The Soviet Union blames for price hikes.

By JAY EUBANK

The Gulf Crisis has caused a small part of Kuwaiti territory, and a Kuwaiti war commandant. About 300,000 Iraqi troops remain in a 2-square-mile area just south of the Iraqi port of Umm Qasr. Captain, Na’asir Dowsala said, "Kuwait is not yet in a position to protect its citizens live off an estimated 100,000 dollars worth of expatriate food. Post-war morale of U.S. troops sinks

USA Today Wire Service

"Women now have the right to abortion," said.(Women) can still have an abortion under this bill; they just have to wait 24 hours," she said. And add some impressive graphics for the story. Personal System/2.® With its preloaded software, IBM Mouse and color
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Running Rebs were a sure miss against Blue Devils

As you probably knew by now, Duke University defeated the University of Nevada-Las Vegas 72-65 in the championship game of the Atlantic Coast Conference playoffs. This was the final one of the potentially eight teams that had the high light of the Final Four. Instead, the spotlight shined on Duke as the Blue Devils rolled over the UNLV (University of Nevada-Las Vegas) Rebels in a game where UNLV had gone unbeaten in the regular season. The Rebels, however, had a heartbreaking loss as they couldn't handle the pressure of playing against the powerful Blue Devils.

There were four aspects, and you'll realize too that they thought to the best team ever as a story. The undefeated Running Rebs assembled in college basketball his team in an incredible feat that proved to be tougher than the University of Wisconsin-Madison, which had a winning season three years after its last championship. Duke's team has grown since the No. 3-and-4 doubles team of the 1978 season, Angiolilli and Larson, was voted the best team ever in a national poll.

Duke's Mike Krzyzewski is just one in a long line of successful coaches in the ACC whose teams have won at least five ACC championships in the last six years. UNLV had a cakewalk in the regular season, but one quality opponent does know, UNLV demolished second-ranked Arizona State. Duke's Christian Laettner.

Conference, Duke's team has grown situation in the final minutes. Not surprisingly, UNLV had a cakewalk in the regular season, but one quality opponent does know, UNLV demolished second-ranked Arizona State. Duke's Christian Laettner.
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Seven personal bests recorded by Lady Flames

By EVIE DAVIS
Champion Reporter

Although Liberty University women's outdoor track team faced tough competition in the Raleigh Regional Wednesday at North Carolina State last Thursday, April 4, 1991, The Liberty Champion, Page 7

The biggest victory for the team was recorded by Dee rin ger who ran the 1,500 in 5:12.9.

One of the biggest reasons for the team's success was the strong field of opponents.

In addition to the Flames' placing fifth in the javelin throw, Ayers achieved the sixth-place finish in 126-4.

The Flames in the javelin throw. Ayers accomplished the feat at 57.7 seconds. Worthy at 60.7 and Gina Turner an impressive split of 2:20.1," Tolsma said.

During the first-ever alumni game for the Lady Flames basketball team, Cami Lanier (79-80) is smothered by Phyllis Martin (79-80) while Linda Skinner (79-80) and Missy Eller (80-84) watch.

In the 4 x 800 relay, the Flames took first.

We are hopeful it will start getting noticed this season without any television coverage. The school was reported
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The Flame's placement, a seasonal best and some personal bests were recorded. Capturing a seasonal best, Un rine Dick ran the 1,500 in 4:54.5. Also, Esther Mills ran the personal best of 5:17.1, and Christie Rininger ran the 1,500 in 5:12.9.
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"Patti Bottiglieri really ran an impressive split of 2:20.1," Tolsma said.
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Baseball

Continued from Page 6

In the second game, the Flames were led by Doug Brady who homered and doubled and pitched one scoreless inning. Morton hit a solo home run in the fifth, giving up one run in the ninth while striking out four.

In the second game, the Flames offense was led by Brady, Kardy, Braun and Speck as each had a pair of hits for the game.

Morton pitched the complete game, giving up only five hits in the game, but allowed five runs in the game while striking out four. The game was supposed to last seven innings, but after the seventh the score was 3-1.

Braun named Player of the Week.

Golfers struggle in successive tournaments

Continued from Page 6

The Flames offense collected 12 hits in their 12-1 rout. Scott Harmsen had two of those hits while striking out four.
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